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18.1	 	Introduction

The choice of a path planning architecture for a game will help determine what features 
the game can support easily, and what features will require significant effort to implement. 
There are good articles describing different types of path planning architectures [Tozour 
04], and there have been debates in different forums [Tozour 08, Champandard 10] about 
the correct choice for a path planning architecture. Each choice comes with its own set 
of benefits and drawbacks, the strength of which will depend on the type of game being 
developed and the time allotted to developing the architecture. The goal of this article is to 
summarize and extend some of the arguments made for different architectures.

It is important to know that, for most games, all feasible path planning architectures are 
abstractions of the space through which characters can walk in the game. This is because 
the physics that are used to simulate the world are not directly used as the path planning 
representation. So, in some sense, much of the debate here is related to what representation 
most closely matches the underlying physics of the game world.

This article focuses on the primary representations: grids, waypoint graphs, and navi-
gation meshes. We assume that most readers are familiar with these representations, as 
they are probably the most common architectures used today. Furthermore, examples of 
several of these architectures can be found in this book. But, for reference, an example 
map is shown in Figure 18.1(a). Figure 18.1(b) shows the grid decomposition of the map, 
Figure 18.1(c) shows a waypoint graph on the map, and Figure 18.1(d) shows a triangle 
decomposition, which is a type of navigation mesh. This article is primarily directed 
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towards independent or small developers, as they are more likely to have a choice in the 
architecture they use.

18.2	 	Tasks

To begin, we briefly highlight the characteristics that we will consider when comparing 
path planning representations. These include memory usage, the ease of localization, 
planning, smoothing, path following, and dynamic modification of the representation. 
We also discuss the time required for implementation.

Memory usage is measured simply by the overhead of building and storing the repre-
sentation of the map in memory. Localization is the process of moving from a spatial coor-
dinate to a representation that is native to the path planning representation. When a user 
clicks the mouse, for instance, the coordinates of the click are recorded. This must then be 
converted into a grid cell or polygon in a navigation mesh. Planning is the cost of finding a 
valid path between two locations. Smoothing and path following is the process of taking a 
planned path and removing sharp turns or discontinuities to improve the overall quality. 
This can be done as part of planning, postplanning, or while the path is being followed by 
a character. Dynamic modification is the cost of performing changes to the representation 
on the fly, while the game is being played.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure	18.1

Three	common	world	representations.	(a)	Original	map,	(b)	grid	decomposition,	(c)	waypoint	
graph,	(d)	nav	mesh.
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Note that the exact combination of each of these tasks depends on the game being 
 created, and so the weight of each argument below depends on the importance of each task 
in your game. Grids, for instance, are a suitable representation for tower-defense games, 
but large open worlds in a MMORPG are usually too large for grids.

In addition to representing space for path planning, the representation can often be 
used for more generic queries to facilitate AI behavior. These may include positioning in 
battle, the best location for new buildings to be constructed, or the most protected loca-
tion during battle. These queries are game-dependent, and so we will not directly consider 
them here.

18.3	 	Grids

The simplest implementation of a grid represents the world via an array of blocked and 
unblocked cells. More sophisticated implementations can include information on slope, 
terrain type, or other meta-information which is useful for planning. Grids traditionally 
represent only two-dimensional worlds, but can be used to represent three-dimensional 
worlds as well [Sturtevant 11].

The pros are:

 • Grids are one of the simplest possible representations and are easy to implement. 
A working implementation can be completed in a few hours.

 • A grid representation can be easily edited externally with a text editor. This can 
save significant tool-building efforts [Van Dongen 10].

 • Terrain costs in grids are easy to dynamically update. For example, player-detected 
traps in Dragon Age: Origins are easily marked with a few bits in the relevant grid 
cells. It is easy for A* to account for these costs when planning, although the cost 
of planning will be increased if too many cells are re-weighted.

 • Passable cells can be quickly modified in a grid in a similar way to terrain costs 
being updated.

 • Localization in a grid is easy, simply requiring the coordinates to be divided by 
the grid resolution to return the localized grid cell.

The cons are:

 • Grids are memory-intensive in large worlds. Note that a sparse representation 
can be used when the world is large, but the walkable space is relatively small 
[Sturtevant 11].

 • Path smoothing usually must be performed to remove the characteristic 45° and 
90° angles that are found in grid-based movement, although any-angle planning 
approaches can also be used [Nash et al. 07].

 • Path planning in grids can be expensive due to the fine-grain representation 
of the world. This can be addressed using some form of abstraction [Rabin 00, 
Sturtevant 07].

 • Grid worlds often contain many symmetric paths, which can increase the cost 
of path planning. Some techniques can be used to avoid this (e.g., [Harabor and 
Grastien 11]), but this can also be avoided with different state representations.
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18.4	 	Waypoint	Graphs

Waypoint graphs represent the world as an abstract graph. Importantly, waypoint graphs 
do not have an explicit mapping between nodes in the graph and walkable space. Waypoint 
graphs were widely used before the popularity of navigation meshes grew. While they have 
been criticized for their shortcomings [Tozour 08], they have also been praised for their 
strengths [Champandard 10].

The pros are:

 • Waypoint graphs are relatively easy to implement.
 • Waypoint graphs are easy to modify if the changes are known ahead of time. For 

instance, if a door in the world closes and is locked, it is easy for the developer to 
mark the edges in the graph that cross the opening of the door and block them 
when the door is shut.

 • Waypoint graphs represent only a small fraction of the points found in a grid. 
This sparse representation of walkable space is both cheap to store and leads to 
inexpensive path planning requests.

The cons are:

 • Path quality can suffer if there are not enough walkable edges in the graph, but too 
many walkable edges will impact storage and planning complexity.

 • Waypoint graphs may require manual placement of nodes to get good path quality.
 • Localization on waypoint graphs requires mapping between game space and the 

graph. If a character is knocked off of the graph, it may be unclear where the 
 character should actually be within the waypoint graph.

 • Because there is no explicit representation of the underlying state space, smooth-
ing off the waypoint graph can result in characters getting stuck on physics or 
other objects.

 • Dynamic changes are difficult when they aren’t known ahead of time. If a char-
acter can create an unexpected hole in a wall, new connections on the waypoint 
graph are needed. However, it can be expensive to check all nearby connections to 
verify if they have become passable due to the changes in the map.

18.5	 	Navigation	Meshes

Navigation meshes represent the world using convex polygons [Tozour 04]. A special case 
of navigation meshes are constrained Delaunay triangulations [Chen 09], for which the 
world is only represented by triangles. Note that grids can also be seen as a special case of 
navigation meshes, as both representations use convex polygons, but their usage is signifi-
cantly different in practice.

The pros are:

 • Polygons can represent worlds more accurately than grids, as they can represent 
non-grid-aligned worlds.
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 • With the accurate representation of a polygon it is easier to correctly perform 
smoothing both before and during movement. This accuracy can also be used for 
tighter animation constraints.

 • Path planning on navigation meshes is usually fast, as the representation of the 
world is fairly coarse. But, this does not impact path quality, as characters are free 
to walk at any angle.

 • Navigation meshes are not as memory-intensive as grids as they can represent 
large spaces with just a few polygons.

The cons are:

 • The time required to implement a navigation mesh is significant, although good 
open-source implementations are available [Mononen 11].

 • Navigation meshes often require geometric algorithms, which may fail in special 
cases such as parallel lines, meaning that implementation is much more difficult 
[Chen 09].

 • Changes to navigation meshes can be difficult or expensive to implement, espe-
cially when contrasted with changes to grid worlds.

 • Localization on navigation meshes can be expensive if poorly implemented. Good 
implementations will use additional data structures like grids to speed up the 
process [Demyen 06].

18.6	 	Conclusion

To conclude, each path planning architecture has its own strengths and weaknesses. 
The choice of an architecture should depend on the type of game being developed, the 
tools already available, and the time available for implementation and debugging. Many 
game engines ship with their own path planning representation, but for the cases where 
a new implementation must be performed, we summarize the pros and cons as follows:

Grids are most useful when the terrain is fundamentally 2D, when implementation 
time is limited, when the world is dynamic, and when sufficient memory is available. They 
are not well suited for very large open-world games, or for games where the exact bounds 
of walkable spaces are required for high-quality animation.

Waypoint graphs are most useful when implementation time is limited, when fast path 
planning is needed, and when an accurate representation of the world is not necessary.

Navigation meshes are best when there is adequate time for testing and implementa-
tion. They are the most flexible of the possible implementations when implemented well, 
but can be overkill for smaller projects.

Ultimately, the best representation is the one that minimizes developer effort and helps 
make the game-playing experience as compelling as possible. This may be different in any 
game, but being aware of the trade-offs between each architecture will help you make the 
best decisions on any new project.
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